The Rights Retention Pilot

Sign up to the Rights Retention Pilot for extra support in using rights retention

- **Sign up to the pilot** and give a licence to the University to make your accepted manuscripts available in Apollo with a CC BY licence (or an alternative licence where agreed between the University and the researcher).
- The licence you have granted to the University is a 'prior licence' to and takes precedence over any subsequent licence that you agree with a publisher.

Include a rights retention statement in your submitted paper and cover letter.

- Notify publishers by including a right retention statement in your submission and covering letter. E.g., “For the purpose of open access, the author has applied a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) licence to any Author Accepted Manuscript version arising from this submission.”

Upload your accepted manuscript via Symplectic Elements on acceptance

- **Upload your accepted manuscript** on acceptance

In Symplectic Elements, choose whether you wish to make your AM available immediately or wait until your paper is published

- Your accepted manuscript will be made available in Apollo with a CC BY licence (or alternative specified licence) either immediately upon deposit, or when your paper is published, depending on which option you choose.

Remember to upload your CC BY accepted manuscript to any other repositories required by your funder

- Funder compliance may be dependent upon depositing in a specific repository, such as EuropePMC.

Questions? Email info@openaccess.cam.ac.uk